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Sermons on the Second Readings: Series I Cycle C With CDROM. Wherever you are in your walk with Christ, this anthology offers practical
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Bible Commentaries and Sermons for the 2nd Sunday after Pentecost, Sermon of The Week, A summary of the gospel reading, bible commentaries on the .

Sermons on the Second Readings: Series I, Cycle A by James L. The collection provides a complete set of sermons for each Sunday and major celebration throughout the Christian year based on the Second Reading from . Ministry Matters™ Bible & Reference This superb collection of biblically sound sermons based on the Second Readings from Cycle B of the Revised Common Lectionary covers every Sunday and .

Working Preacher In this extensive anthology of outstanding sermons based on the Second Readings from Cycle B of the Revised Common Lectionary, five distinguished . The Office of Readings of the Liturgy of the Hours - Felix Just, SJ

This superb collection of biblically sound sermons based on Cycle A epistle texts covers every Sunday and major celebration of the church year. The imaginative Sermons on the Second Readings: Cycle B - Donald Charles Lacy.


